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different.
seductive.

pure.

www.jessdesign.com
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Design comes 
from the heart.
Step into the world of Jess. 
Let yourself be swept away by 
the seduction of our distinctive 
design furniture. 

Times flies, but we’re streets 
ahead. Because life is about 
daring and comfort is our way 
of living.

Maarten van de Goor
Director/owner

Say Jess!
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Pure
Nature is an important source of inspiration for Jess. 
Purity is visible in the design. 
We don’t need to devise complicated constructions; 
our strength is our honesty.
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Dutch Design;
we design and produce furniture from leather and steel: 
sofas, chairs, armchairs, barchairs and hockers.
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Forward Barchair

Different
Jess is unique. Just like you. 

The shapes, natural materials and leather  
accentuate a unique identity.
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Petrol Industries
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Planken Wambuis, Ede, The Netherlands

De Keizer, Eersel, The Netherlands
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Raz Dining Chairs

Raz Sofa
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Raz Armchair

Raz Family
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Earl Family

Marquess
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Bruce Dining Chair

Pure
Jess moves. Nature’s quality and reflected in the 
pureness of our designs. The honest simplicity is 
reflected in the finest details.
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Norman Barchair15
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Trends
Fashion feeds our inspiration. Jess views the 

world through its own creative eyes. 
Simplicity and detailing make the designs 

beautiful and unique.
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Experience and know how
A glance can leave you spellbound. Promises become 
reality. A piece of designer furniture is not a product 
to us; it’s a passion. Good ideas always require better 
ones, because times change.

Duke with arm 18



Experience and innovation go hand-in-hand at Jess. 
More than twenty years’ craftmanship forms the basis 
for the designs of tomorrow.

MiCasa Armchair19
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Newton

Casa Mia & Marquess
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Knight

Dean and hocker 
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Knight 24
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Norman with arm 26



Passion without 
borders

Jess was born from passion, but has 
both feet on the ground. A design never 
remains just an idea. We’re quite literaly 
on top of the process, as everything is 
produced in the Netherlands. From the 
first sketch to the exquisite final piece, 
we take care of our products every step 
of the way. Standard process are not 
suitable for the production of 
designer furniture. Jess is flexible and 
works quickly. We take alternative routes 
to arrive at the perfect result and 
consider each and every new idea. 
“furniture is furniture; but the amount of 
love that goes into our work means that 
every piece has its own story”.
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Howard Armchair

Seductive
Spontaneous seduction makes life more fun. 
The luxurious materials and inviting design are 
irresistible. Don’t let the opportunity slip by; 
experience ultimate comfort for yourself.
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Duke Dining Chair

Different
Different but reliable. Jess moves with the times, 
while forging her own path. You can see this 
in the striking details and creative shapes. And 
here and there, a healthy dose of nostalgia.
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Seductive
Jess enchants. The first step is only the beginning, 

because the appeal comes from within. Let yourself 
be seduced in the beautiful world of Jess.
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Howard Dining Chair31
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different.
seductive.
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Follow us @Jessdesignoss


